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The Pixley-Roy space over the reals is shown to be homogeneous. The method of proof extends 
to a class of spaces that (1) is closed under finite products, open subsets, and the Pixley-Roy 
operator, and (2) contains a variety of first countable spaces including all n-manifolds, the 
rationals, irrationals, Cantor set, Alexandroff double arrow, and Sorgenfrey line. The Pixley-Roy 
space of a non-homogeneous space can be homogeneous. 
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1. Introduction 
Given a topological space X the Pixley-Roy space over X, denoted %[X], is the 
collection of all non-empty finite subsets of X topologized by taking as basic sets 
of the form 
[F, U]={GE~[X]: FcGc U} 
where FE 9[X] and U is open in X. If X is T,, then 9[X] is Hausdorff and 
zero-dimensional. Pixley and Roy introduced the above concept in [ 151, where they 
showed that 9[[w] is a ccc Moore space that is not separable. Pixley-Roy topologies 
and their generalizations have since been found to be intrinsically interesting as 
well as useful in a variety of settings. 
One might expect that 9[X] is not homogeneous, since if F, GE 9[X] and 
(F/Z JG(, then the neighborhoods of F and G seem fundamentally different despite 
there being no obvious topological difference. Nevertheless, Nyikos proved that the 
Pixley-Roy space over the Cantor set is homogeneous [ 141, and van Douwen showed 
that the Pixley-Roy space over the rationals is homeomorphic to the rationals 
themselves, and is therefore homogeneous [lo]. The homogeneity of the Pixley-Roy 
space over [w (or over any non-trivial connected space), however, remained in 
question. 
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2. Notation, definitions, and fundamental concepts 
All spaces are assumed to be T, . We follow [ 111 and [26] for general concepts, 
and the surveys [9] and [13] for more specialized Pixley-Roy material. $[A] denotes 
the Pixley-Roy space over a space A (as defined above), 9(A) is the sef of all 
non-empty finite subsets of a set A, 9’(A) is the set of all finite subsets of the set 
A (including the empty set), and [A, B] is the collection {C E S[B]: A c C c B} 
for any sets A and B. 
R denotes the reals, P the irrationals, and S’ the l-sphere. All cardinals are initial 
ordinals. In particular, w = the set of all finite ordinals = the first infinite ordinal. 
The closure operator is denoted cl( . ). 
A space is said to be homogeneous if for every two points in the space there exists 
a homeomorphism of the space onto itself that takes one of the points to the other. 
Fundamental properties of *[Xl. The Pixley-Roy topology is well-defined, since 
the intersection of two basic open sets is again a basic open set: [F, U] n [G, V] = 
[F u G, U n V]. Recall that all spaces are assumed to be T, . Then S[X] is Hausdorff, 
for given distinct F, G E S[X], there exist U and V containing F and G respectively, 
such that U and V are open and either F g V or G g U. Then [F, U] n [G, V] = 0. 
Note also that for any A c X the set [F, A] is closed in S[X]: If GE [F, A] then 
either(l) FgGor(2) GgA. Incase(l),fix Vopensuchthat GcVbut F@V. 
In case (2), let V = X. Then [F, A] n [G, V] = 0. It follows that the basic open sets 
[F, U] are clopen and 9[ X] is zero-dimensional. The list below summarizes these 
and several other fundamental properties of $[X]. (We do not prove these other 
properties here since they are not used in this note and are either easy to prove or 
well known, see [15], [9] and [22].) 
(1) S[X] is Hausdorff, zero-dimensional, and hereditarily metacompact [9]. 
(2) If F c A c X, then [F, A] is closed in 9[X]. If A is open, then [F, A] is clopen. 
(3) (a) x(x, X) =x((x), %X1). 
(b) x(X) = x(RW). 
(c) X is the first countable if and only if 9[X] is a Moore space [13]. 
(4) c(X) S c(S[X]) G w(X). 
(5) For infinite X, the density of 9[X] is IX]. 
It follows from this list that 9[LQ] is a ccc Moore space that is not separable. 
Although 9[Iw] is not collectionwise Hausdorff or normal [9], if Q is a strong Q-set 
in R, then S[ Q] is normal, [ 181 or [22]. The fact that S[[w] is ccc can be strengthened 
and generalized: @@[RI is separable and, in general, c(S[X])< d(pS[X]) = 
flw(X) [91. 
The most recent surveys of Pixley-Roy spaces appear to be [9] and [ 131. (Perhaps 
it is time for another.) Pixley-Roy spaces have been studied in relation to metrizabil- 
ity [4, 16, 20, 241, separation and covering properties [l, 3, 5, 7, 12, 17, 18, 231, 
cardinal functions [21, 251, embeddings [19], and applications to more general 
classes of spaces [8]. Generalizations are considered in [7] and [9]. 
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Although this note is mainly concerned with questions of homogeneity, many 
fundamental questions on other homeomorphisms of Pixley-Roy spaces remain 
open. 
Question 1. Which pairs of the following spaces are homeomorphic: 9[R], 
9[R] x %[R], 5[P], 9[ I], S[rW’], [{0}, R]? (This question was originally posed by 
E. K. van Douwen for the first three spaces on this list.) 
Non-homogeneity of Pixley-Roy spaces. Although it is often difficult to determine 
the homogeneity of Pixley-Roy spaces, it is occasionally quite easy. If 9[X] is 
homogeneous, then by Property 3(a) above all points of X must have the same 
character. Thus any space with both isolated and non-isolated points (e.g. w, or the 
Michael line) does not have a homogeneous Pixley-Roy space. Occasionally other 
local topological properties can be used to recognize that a space does not have a 
homogeneous Pixley-Roy space. The lexicographically ordered square, for example, 
has two populations of points (the top and bottom edges versus the ‘interior’ of the 
square) that have very different local properties. These differences can be used to 
show that the corresponding Pixley-Roy space is not homogeneous. Homeomorph- 
isms of Pixley-Roy spaces could be better understood if we knew more about the 
relationship of X to 9[X]. 
Question 2. How is the structure of X related to the homeomorphisms of $[X]? 
(For example, find statements similar to, but more discriminating than, the statement: 
x(X) f x( Y) implies 9[X] is not homeomorphic to 9[ Y].) 
3. Base homogeneous spaces 
Two sequences, {I?, : i < w} and {C, : i < w}, of subsets of a space will be called 
strongly homeomorphic if for each j, k < w there exists a homeomorphism h from 
I_. {B,,, : i < w} onto U {C,,, : i -c co} such that for all i, h( B,+i) = cT,+~. Call a space 
X base homogeneous if for any two points x, y E X, there exist countable local bases 
for x and y that are strongly homeomorphic to each other. 
A local base that is strongly homeomorphic to itself will be referred to as a 
strongly homeomorphic local base. In a homogeneous space any two points have 
local bases, say {B, : (Y < K} and {C,, : a <K}, for which B,, is homeomorphic to C,. 
The real line, [w, has the stronger property that any two points have local bases that 
are strongly homeomorphic to each other, i.e. [w is base homogeneous. This is the 
key property of Iw used in the proof of the homogeneity of 9[Iw], as demonstrated 
by the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. If X is regular and base homogeneous, then 9[X] is homogeneous. 
The proof of this theorem will be given in Section 4 and will follow easily from 
a more general result, Theorem 4. Note that a space is base homogeneous if it is 
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homogeneous and contains a point with a strongly homeomorphic local base. (The 
converse of this implication is not quite true: the disjoint union of S’ and [w is base 
homogeneous but not homogeneous.) 
Theorem 2. All n-manifolds, the rationals, irrationals, Cantor set, Alexandroff double 
arrow, and Sorgenfrey line are regular base-homogeneous spaces (and hence have 
homogeneous Pixley- Roy spaces). Moreover, the class of regular base-homogeneous 
spaces is closed under 
(1) finite products, 
(2) the Pixley-Roy operation, 9[ .I, and 
(3) open subspaces. 
Proof. By definition, each point of an n-manifold has a neighborhood homeomor- 
phic to [w”. The l/m balls around a given point in the space defined by this 
homeomorphism form a local base that is strongly homeomorphic to a local base 
around any other point of the space defined in a similar manner. Hence n-manifolds 
are base homogeneous. Since each of the other spaces mentioned in the theorem is 
homogeneous, it is sufficient to find a single strongly homeomorphic local base in 
each space. For the rationals, the l/m balls around a given point suffice. The same 
idea works for the irrationals and the Cantor set (if one uses the representation 2“’ 
and the standard basic sets). The intervals [x, x + l/m) work nicely for the Sorgenfrey 
line. A slight variation suffices for the Alexandroff double arrow (=the set (0, l] x 
(0) u [0, 1) x { 1) with the topology induced by the lexicographic order, see [2] or 
[6, p. 12441). 
To prove (1) for a product of m spaces, generate strongly homeomorphic local 
bases in the product from decreasing strongly homeomorphic local bases, { Bilj : i < 
w}, j < m, in the m factors by setting B, = n{ B,,, : j < m}. 
Let X be regular and base homogeneous. Fix x E X and a strongly homeomorphic 
local base for x, {B, : i < w}, in X. Then {[{x}, &I: i < w} is a strongly homeomorphic 
local base for {x} in 9[X]. Since by Theorem 1 9[X] is homogeneous, it follows 
that 9[X] is also base homogeneous. This proves (2). 
For (3), let U be an open subset of a regular base homogeneous space and let 
{B,: i < w} be a strongly homeomorphic local base for a point in U. Then for n < w 
such that B, c U, the set {B,: n < i< LO} is a local base in U that is strongly 
homeomorphic to the original base {Bi: i < w}. 0 
Question 3. What other products have homogeneous Pixley-Roy spaces (e.g. are 
S[Rw] and $[2K] (for uncountable K) homogeneous)? 
It is easy to see that the class of regular base homogeneous spaces is preserved 
under local homeomorphisms. Notice that the homogeneity of 9[X] for a regular 
base homogeneous space X follows from the existence of certain homeomorphisms 
on local bases in X and does not depend on more global properties. For example, 
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[w, the long line, and S’ (and even the disjoint union of these three spaces) all have 
homogeneous Pixley-Roy spaces for exactly the same reason (i.e. each point has a 
neighborhood homeomorphic to [w). In general, if each point of a space has an 
open neighborhood that is homeomorphic to some fixed base homogeneous space, 
then the space itself is base homogeneous. Later we will see that certain images of 
regular base homogeneous spaces under identification maps have homogeneous 
Pixley-Roy spaces. These elementary results on maps and homogeneity of Pixley- 
Roy spaces suggest the following question. 
Question 4. What images have homogeneous Pixley-Roy spaces? Under what type 
of map will the image of a regular base homogeneous space have a homogeneous 
Pixley-Roy space? Is the class of regular base homogeneous spaces closed under 
certain types of maps? 
Although the next theorem could easily be derived from Theorem 1, we will 
instead present an independent proof from first principles. This will provide a much 
easier proof that certain zero-dimensional spaces (such as the rationals, irrationals, 
and Cantor set) have homogeneous Pixley-Roy spaces. The proof of this theorem 
also parallels, and therefore provides an introduction to, the proof of Theorem 4. 
Theorem 3. Let each point x in a HausdorfSspace X have a decreasing local base of 
the form {B(x, n): n <CO} such that for all x, y E X and all n, m <w the sets 
B(x, n)\B(x, n + 1) and B(Y, m)\B(y, m + 1) are clopen and homeomorphic. Then 
9[ X] is homogeneous. 
Proof. Fix X and the local bases as in the statement of the theorem and let F and 
G be distinct elements of S[X]. It is sufficient to find a homeomorphism between 
disjoint clopen subsets of S[X] that takes F to G. 
Choose j < w large enough such that B(x, j) n B(y, j) = v) whenever x and y are 
distinct elements of Fu G, and let 011 ={B(x, i)\B(x, i+ 1): x E F, i S j} and Y= 
{ B(x, i)\B(x, i + 1): x E G, i 3 j}. Arbitrarily enumerate %! and V in order type w 
and fix a homeomorphism h : U % -+ U Y that takes the nth element of % to the 
nth element of Y for each n <CO. (This is possible since % and 2’ are partitions 
and each member of % is homeomorphic to each member of V) Note that [F, F u 
U %2] and [G, G u l_JV] are clopen and disjoint. Define H: [F, F n u %I+ 
[G, G u U %‘“I by setting H(F) = G and, for each finite E c U 011, setting H (F u E) = 
Gu h(E). 
Check that H is defined, one-to-one, has range G u ‘VI. The 
H is a homeomorphism since if E is finite and W is open in X with 
F = E = W = F u I.._, Ou, then H maps the basic open set [E, W] to the basic open 
set [H(E), Gu h( W)\F)]. It follows that 9[X] is homogeneous. 0 
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4. Base-chain homogeneous spaces 
The following definition generalizes the concept of base homogeneity. Not only 
does it apply to a broader class of spaces, but it more accurately reflects the method 
used in Section 5 to prove 9[X] homogeneous (i.e. the additional complications 
in the definition below are needed to prove 9[X] homogeneous even in the case 
X=[w). 
Definition. Call a space X base-chain homogeneous if for each x E X there exists 
an m, < w and a collection of open sets %fx = { W,,,,\-: i < w, j < m,} with x g U “w; 
such that 
(a) a local base for x is formed by the collection of all sets of the form {x} u I,_, W 
where W is a cofinite subset of “ur,, 
(b) for all x, y E X, j < m,, and k< m,., { W,,,,x: i < w} is strongly homeomorphic 
to { W,k,y: i < w}, and 
(c) if W,j,.x n Wh K Y , , #0, then j=k and Ii-hl<l. 
The sets { Wizj,x: i < CO} will be called base chains (because of conditions (a) and 
(c)), while “ur, will be called a base-chain collection associated with x. 
Theorem 4. If X is HausdorfS and base-chain homogeneous, then 9[X] is 
homogeneous. 
The proof of this theorem will be postponed to Section 5. The concept of base-chain 
homgeneity may be clarified by the following consequences of Theorem 4. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let X be regular and base homogeneous. By theorem 4, it is 
sufficient to show that X is base-chain homogeneous. Let x E X and let {Bi: i < OJ} 
be a strongly homeomorphic local base for x. Without loss of generality, for each 
i, cl( B,,,) c Bi (for if not, choose m such that cl(B,) c B, and replace B, by Bi. n, 
for each i < 0). Let m, = 1 and Wi,O,x = B,\cl( Bi+,). These W’s generate a base-chain 
collection associated with x. Since X is base homogeneous, we can find a similar 
base-chain collection at each of the points of X. 0 
Example. The closed unit interval, 1, is base chain homogeneous and hence has a 
homogeneous Pixley-Roy space. 
Proof. We construct the base-chain collections as required by the definition. (In 
this case these collections are more easily visualized than described.) For x = 0, let 
m, = I, wl,“,” be the open interval (2-‘-*, 2-l) and “w;= { Wi,o,O: i < w}. Thus “tyO 
contains a single base-chain to the right of the point 0. Define a similar set for x = 1 
except the base chain will be to the left of the point: m, = 1, Wi,,,, = (l-2-‘, l-2-‘-*) 
and W, = { Wz,o,,: i< CO}. For a point, x, in the interior of I we need two 
base-chains, one to the right and one to the left: m, = 2, W,,,,. = (x + (1 -x)2-“, 
x+(1-x)2-‘), W,,,,,=(x-x2-‘, x-x2~‘~*) and wx={Wi,,,,: i<w,j~2}. Check 
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that these sets satisfy the requirements in the definition of base-chain 
homogeneity. 0 
Theorem 5. Let X be Hausdorff and base-chain homogeneous, let F,, . . . , F,, be disjoint 
non-empty jinite subsets of X, and let Y = Xl F,, . . . , F,, be the space obtained from 
X by identifying each F, to a point. Then Y is HausdorfSand base-chain homogeneous 
and hence 9[ Y] is homogeneous. 
Proof. Fix base-chain collections W,, x E X, as guaranteed by the definition of 
base-chain homogeneity such that for distinct x, y E U { Fi: i s n}, U Wx n U y,, = 0. 
(This last requirement is possible since X is Hausdorff, U {Fi: is n} is finite, and 
any tail of a base chain is also a base chain.) For each is n, there are mFi = 
C {m,: x E Fi} base chains in the collections W,, x E F,. Combine these base chains 
into a single base-chain collection WurF, = { Wi,j,Fi: i < w, j < mF,} associated with the 
point F, in X/F,, . . , F,,. Then the base-chain collections { Wx: x E Xl F,, . . . , F,} 
satisfy the requirements of the definition of base-chain homogeneity for the space 
X/F,,..., F,,. 0 
Examples. The application of Theorem 5 to [w” and intervals in [w yields a varied 
collection of non-homogeneous spaces (including, for example, certain projections 
of knots onto the plane) all of which have homogeneous Pixley-Roy spaces. In 
certain instances the sets F, need not be finite. For example, consider the iden- 
tification space iw’/S where S’ is any circle in [w’. A local base for the identified 
point S’ in this space can be described with two of the usual [w2 base chains. 
Therefore 9Q%‘/S’] is homogeneous. 
The next theorem also uses identification spaces but contrasts with the above by 
not requiring base-chain homogeneity. It thus provides an alternative to using 
Theorem 4 to prove that a Pixley-Roy space is homogeneous. 
Thorem 6. Let X be a space and assume that for all F, G E S(X) there is a homeomorph- 
ism from an open neighborhood of the point F in the identification space X/F to an 
open neighborhood of the point G in Xl G that takes Fto G. Then 9[X] is homogeneous. 
Proof. Let X be as in the statement of the theorem and fix distinct F, GE S[X]. 
By assumption there exist U open in Xl F and V open in Xl G and a homeomorph- 
ism H: U + V such that H(F) = G. Let U” = U\(F) and V* = V\(G). Note that 
U” and V* are open in X and the restriction of H to U* is a homeomorphism to 
V”. To show that 9[X] is homogeneous, it is sufficient to construct a homeomorph- 
ism, H*, from the clopen set [F, F u U*] onto the clopen set [G, G u V*] such that 
H*(F) = G. Each point of [F, F u U*] is of the form F u E where E is a finite 
subset of U”. For such a point define H*( Fu E) = G u H(E) (where H(E) denotes 
{H(e) : e E E}). Then H” is the desired homeomorphism and therefore 9[X] is 
homogeneous. q 
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Examples. The above theorem provides another proof that certain zero-dimensional 
spaces have homogeneous Pixley-Roy spaces. For example, the rationals, irrationals, 
and Sorgenfrey line can easily be shown to satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem. 
Moreover, contrary to base-chain homogeneity, the theorem applies to some spaces 
that are not first countable. The following spaces provide examples of homogeneous 
Pixley-Roy spaces of arbitrary character. For infinite cardinals K and A, let E(K, A) 
be the space obtained by endowing K with the co- < A topology (i.e. A c K is open 
iff IK\AI <A). Then E( K, A ) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 6, so 9[ E( K, A)] 
is homogeneous (and T2 zero-dimensional despite the fact that E(K, A) is only T,). 
(The spaces 9[ E(K, A)] and generalizations are studied in [7].) 
Question 5. What other conditions on X imply the homogeneity of 9[X]? Does 
every homogeneous space have a homogeneous Pixley-Roy space? Is 9[X] 
homogeneous if X is a topological group (posed by Walter Rudin)? If X has a 
homogeneous Pixley-Roy space, is the same true for certain weaker topologies or 
homogeneous subspaces? 
5. Proof of Theorem 4 
Fix distinct F and G in 9[X]. We will construct a homeomorphism, H, from 
9[X] onto itself that takes F to G. 
5.0. Sketch of proof 
(1) Define base-chain collections, 011= {U,: p E P} and 7f = { V,: q E Q}, consisting 
of open subsets of X, that dissect the topology of X near the sets F and G respectively. 
(2) Lift % and V to collections of clopen subsets of 9[X], @ = {QN: NE 9(P)} 
and V = {V,,,: M E 9(Q)}, that dissect the topology of %[X] near the points F and 
G. 
(3) Construct one-to-one correspondences * : 9(P) + 9(Q) and, for each NE 
9(P), h,: N-, N”. 
(4) Based on * and hN, define for each N a homeomorphism HN : OZIN + Y,*. 
(5) Define H:[F,FuIJ %]+[G, GuU v] by 
(a) H(F) = G, and 
(b) H(FuE)=GuH,(E) for EE%~. 
The numbering of the subsections below corresponds to that of the above sketch. 
5.1. 011 and Zr: base-chain collections associated with F and G 
Fix base-chain collections W,, x E F u G, as guaranteed by the definition of 
base-chain homogeneity such that for distinct x, y E F u G, u Wx n LJ W? = 0. There 
are mF = C{ m,. . x E F} base chains in the collections W,, x E E Combine these base 
chains into a single base-chain collection 021= { Ui,;: i < w, j < mF}. Similarly, com- 
bine the m, = C{m,: x E G} base chains in the collections Wx, x E G, into a single 
collection “1/ = { v, j: i < w, j < mc}. 
Note that [E, F u I_! “111 and [G, G u U V] are disjoint clopen subsets of 9[X]. 
(They are clopen because F u U Q and G u U V are open in X. They are disjoint 
because if x E (Fu G)\(Fn G) then x is exactly one of FuU % and G uu V.) 
It is therefore sufficient to construct a homeomorphism H from [F, F u I_, “111 onto 
[G, G u U 7f] that takes F to G. 
5.2. Lifting % and “1’ to %Y and V 
We first consider a general lifting procedure and then apply it to 011 and V. 
Definition. Let 74 = { W,,: n < w} be an enumeration of a point finite collection of 
open subsets of X. For each N E 9(w) and each n E N define sets C,(n) and WN 
by 
C,(n)= W,\u{W,: m>n or (m<n and rn~ N)} 
and 
wN={EE9[X]:E~U{Wn. ‘nE N} andforallnE N, EnCN(n)fG?}. 
Call JT = { WN: N E .9(w)} the PR-partition associated with -W. 
The Following lemma shows that #‘- is indeed a partition of a Pixley-Roy space, 
and hence deserves its name. 
Lemma. Let W and JT be as in the dejnition above. 7’hen the PR-partition $4’- is a 
clopen partition of the space S[U W]. 
Proof. First show that w covers @,_, W]: Let E E S[U W]. Inductively define 
N c w by declaring n E N if and only if E n C,(n) # 0. Notice that since C,(n) 
depends only on those elements of N that are less than n, this inductive definition 
makes sense. Fix x E E and fix n < w maximal such that x E W,,. (This is possible 
since W is point finite.) Then either x E CN (n) c W,orZlm<n(mENandxE W,,,). 
It follows that x E W,, for some n e N, and hence E c IJ {W,,: n E N}. Since (by 
construction) Vn E N E n CN (n) # 0 and (the fact that W is point finite guarantees) 
N is finite, we conclude E E W,. 
Let E and N remain as in the last paragraph and fix ME S(u) with M f N. If 
M g N, notice that E n C,(n) = 0 for the minimal element, n, of M\N, and hence 
E is not an element of WM. If M c N, notice that for any n E N\M, C,(n) n 
U{U,:m~M}=~andEnC,(n)#P),soagainEisnotanelementofW~.This 
shows $Y is a partition. 
Each WN is open since if E E W,, then E is in the open set [E, U { W,,: n E N}], 
which is contained in W,. But JT is a partition, so each WN must also be closed 
in S[U W] (and in F[X], since 9[U W] is clopen in 9[X]). q 
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Let P and Q denote the index sets of 021 and 7’ respectively, i.e. P = w x mF, Q = 
wxmc,%={Up:peP}, and “tr={V,:qEQ}. Order P and Q in type w by the 
lexicographic order (i.e. (i, j) < (h, k) iff i < h or (i = h and j < k)). Then % and 2’ 
are point-finite (in fact, point-two) collections ordered in type w and hence have 
associated PR-partitions 4% and V. For each k < w, let Pk be the subset consisting 
of all but the (lexicographically) first k elements of P. Let Qk consist of all but the 
first k elements of Q. Let N E S(P) and fix k so large that for all (i,j) E N, the pair 
(i-t 1,j) is not in Pk. Then if ME 9( Pk), since % satisfies (c) in the definition of 
base-chain homogeneity, CNU ,,,, (n) is just C,(n) for n E N, and is C,(n) for n E M. 
We summarize and conclude: 
5.2.1. Given NE 9(P), for all k large enough and all ME 9( P,), if E, E QN and 
E2 E 011, then E, v E2 E QNUM. 
5.3. Correspondences * and h, 
The correspondence between % and V will be defined in terms of the index sets 
9(P)and9(Q).Givenm<wandN~~(wxm),callB~wxmanN-blockifB 
is a maximal set of consecutive members of a single level of w x m such that each 
member of B, except the last, is also a member of N. (More precisely, given m < w 
and NES(wXm), call Bcwxm an N-block iff Zlh,k,j<w such that B= 
{(i,j): h s i s k}, B\{(k,j)} c N, (h - 1,j) rZ N, and (k,j) & N.) The level of a block B 
is that j such that B c w x fj}. 
Associate with each m < w and NE S(w x m) a sequence of positive integers, 
(s,: i < w), as follows. The set of N-blocks partitions w x m. (All but finitely many 
elements of this partition are trivial blocks of size one, i.e. if neither (i, j) or (i + 1,j) 
are in N, then {(i + l,j)} is an N-block.) This block partition can be naturally ordered 
in type w by the following inherited lexicographic order: declare the block B, to 
be prior to block B2 if and only if the first element of B, is lexicographically prior 
to the first element of BZ. Let si be the cardinality of the lexicographically ith 
N-block. We will refer to (si: i < w) as the sequence associated with N. 
Notice that the association described in the last paragraph provides a one-to-one 
correspondence between 9(w x m) and the set of all sequences of positive integers, 
(s,: i < w), such that s, is greater than one for some positive finite number of i’s. 
This association can now be used to generate a correspondence between F(P) and 
S(Q). (Recall that P = w x mF and Q = w x mo.) for N E 9(P), correspond with N 
the element of S( Q) that has the same associated sequence as N. Call this correspon- 
dence * and denote the image of N by N”. Note that N E S(P,) if and only if 
NE 9(P) and the first k members of the sequence associated with N are all one. 
Since the same observation applies to 9(Q,), we conclude: 
5.3.1. * maps 9( Pk) onto 9( Qk) for all k < w. 
For each NE 9(P), define a one-to-one correspondence, hN, between P and Q 
as follows. Each p E P is the ith member of the (lexicographically) jth N-block for 
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some i and j. Set h,(p) = 9, where 4 is the ith member of the (lexicographically) 
jth N*-block in Q. Then, 
5.3.2. hN( N) = N*. 
5.3.3. h, respects the N-block structure: If (i, j) E N and n and k are such that 
hN((i,j))=(n, k), then h,((i+l,j))=(n+l, k). 
For N, M E 9(P) and k < w, assume that each nontrivial N-block is contained 
in P\ Pk and each nontrivial M-block is contained in Pk. Consider the block partitions 
generated by N, M, and N u M. A set B is a nontrivial (N u M)-block if and only 
if it is either a nontrivial N-block or a nontrivial M-block. In fact, the N-block 
partition of P\P, is identical to the (N u M)-block partition of P\Pr., so h, is 
identical to hNLIM on P\P,. Also, the M-block partition of Pk is identical to the 
(N u M)-block partition of Ph. Since hNvM (P\P,)=h,(P\P,)=Q\Q,, this 
implies h, is identical to hNvM on P,,. We restate these observations in a form that 
will be useful later: 
5.3.4. Let N E 9(P). For all k large enough and all M E 9( Pk) 
(a) for all n E N, h,,,(n) = h,(n), 
(b) for all rn~ M, h,,,(m)= h,(m). 
5.4. Homeomorphisms H,: Ou, + vlrN* 
Any two base chains in Ou and 7” are strongly homeomorphic to each other. For 
each n < w, j < m,, and k < m,, fix a canonical homeomorphism between U { U,,,: i < 
w> and UT V+n,~: i < co} that takes Ui,, to V,+n,k, and fix a canonical homeomorphism 
between U { Ui+,,+,,,: i < CO} and U { Vi,k: i < W} that takes Ui+,+,,, to V,,, . Then for 
each NE .9(P) and (i,j) E N, we have fixed a unique canonical homeomorphism 
that takes U;,, to V,,,CCr,j)I. Moreover, since hN respects the N-block structure of P 
(see 5.3.3.), this homeomorphism agrees with the unique canonical homeomorphism 
from U+r,, to K,,((i+I,,)I at any point common to their domains. Hence we can piece 
together (by taking the union) the appropriate canonical homeomorphisms to yield 
a homeomorphism H,: U {U,: n E N}+ u { V,,,,,,): n E N} that takes U,, to VhvCn). 
Since h,(N) = N” (.5.3.2), the range of HN is just IJ { V,: n E N”}, and we sum- 
marize: 
5.4.1. HN : lJ { U,,: n E N} + IJ { V,,: n E NY} is a homeomorphism. 
Notice that %, c 9[lJ{ U,,: n E N}] and 7fN* = s[U {V,: n E N*}]. Moreover, since 
h, respects the N-block structure (5.3.3) and HN( U,,) = V,I,Cn), we have E E Ou, if 
and only if H,(E) E Y,,,*. (Here HN is used as a set function, i.e. H,(E) = 
{H,(e): e E E}.) It follows that: 
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5.4.2. Considered as a set function, H,: QN + 7fN* is a homeomorphism. 
For N = Q, it is notationally convenient to define QN = “Ir, = (0) and HN = (0,0>. 
Recall that for a set C, 9’(C) denotes the collection of all finite subsets of C 
(including the empty set). Let Ak = IJ {U,: p E Pk} and Bk = U {V,: q E Qk}. By 5.3.1, 
if N E 9’(P) and E E Ou,,,, then E E 9’(Ak) if and only if HN( E) E 9’( Bk). Therefore, 
5.4.3. The functions HN map 9’(A,) onto 9’(B,). 
Finally, by 5.2.1, 5.3.4, and the definition of the HN, 
5.4.4. Let N c 9’(P). Then for all k large enough and M E %‘( Pk), if E, E “u, and 
E, E %M, then E,u Ez~OUNvM and HNVM(E,u E2)= H,(E,)u H,(E,). 
5.5. The homeomorphism H 
Define H: [F, FuU %]+[G, GuU r/-l by 
(a) H(F) = G, and 
(b) H(FuE)=GuH,(E) for EE%~. 
Since Q is a partition, the N chosen above for E is unique and therefore H is well 
defined. H is one-to-one since * is one-to-one, each H, is a homeomorphism, and 
V is a disjoint collection. H is surjective because * and the HN are surjective. 
Every point in [F, F u U %] is of the form Fu E where E E aN and NE 9’(P). 
A local base for such a point Fu E in 9[X] is given by all sets of the form 
[FuE,FuCuA,]wherek<wandCisopeninXwithEcCcU{U,:nEN}. 
Any point in this basic neighborhood can be written in the form of a disjoint union 
FuEuE,uE2 where E,E~‘(C) and E,E.~(A~). 
Let k be large enough that the conclusion of 5.4.4 holds. Then, with E, and E, 
ranging as above, the image of [F u E, F u C u Ak] under H consists of all points 
of the form 
H(FuEuE,uE,)=GuH,,,,J(EuE,uE,) for M such that EZe oUM 
= Gu HN(E u E,)u H,(E,) for M such that E2~ oil,,,,. 
But the collection of all sets of the form HN(E u E,) (where E, E S’(C)) is just 
[HN( E), HN( C)] and the collection of all sets of the form HM( E2) (where E, E 
9’(Ak) and E, E Q,,,,) is just 9(&) (by 5.4.3). Therefore the image of [F u E, Fu 
CuAk] under H is [Gu H,(E), Gu HN(C)uBk]. But the collection of all sets 
of this later form is a base for the point G u H,(E) = H(Fu E) in 9[X]. Thus H 
takes basic open sets to basic open sets and is therefore a homeomorphism. 0 
The difficulty of the above proof may be due to the particular representation of 
Pixley-Roy spaces used. 
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Question 6. Is there a representation of Pixley-Roy spaces that makes homogeneity 
(or other homeomorphism issues) more clear? 
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